Host molecules such as crown ethers show the selective capture of guest species. Despite their wide use such as phase transfer catalysts in organic synthesis, the origin of their functionality has not been fully understood at the molecular level; our final goal is to reveal the origin of the guest selectivity in solution by spectroscopic methods. For this purpose, we have been using two methods. One is laser spectroscopy of cold host-guest complexes in the gas phase, using supersonic jet expansion or a cold ion trap.\textsuperscript{1-4} The other is surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS) of the complexes tagged on gold surface.\textsuperscript{5} In the former, we produce cold host-guest complexes in vacuum and apply laser-based methods such as laser-induced fluorescence, resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization, IR-UV double-resonance, UV-UV hole-burning, and UV photodissociation. In the latter, we prepare thiol (–SH) derivatives of host molecules by organic synthesis and bind them on gold surface through gold-sulfur (Au–S) bond. Solutions containing guest species are put on the surface, inducing the complex formation between the tagged hosts and the guests, and the complexes can be detected by SEIRS. In this talk we will present our recent progress in these techniques, mainly on complexes holding cation guests.
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